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elderly could then consume the added output created
by the added capital instead of taking a bigger share
of existing levels of output away from future
workers through higher taxes.

The Administration claims that running
surpluses to retire the national debt would make it
easier to pay for Social Security in the future. What
does that mean? Lower debt would free up future
revenue that would otherwise be used to pay
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interest. But the Administration also contends -and some Republicans seem to agree -- that, with
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less debt outstanding, it would be easier in the
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claims -- and some Republicans agree -- that
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surplus" to save Social Security. Stripped of
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productivity and output. (If so,
to have money to bail out
wouldn’t future borrowing to
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trust fund have the opposite
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effect?)
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The Clinton plan fails to trim
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The real problem is how to enable
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leading to eventual insolvency.

a relatively smaller future work
force to produce sufficient goods
and services for itself and a
relatively larger retired population.

The real problem with an
aging population isn’t
financing Social Security. The
real problem is how to enable
a relatively smaller future work
force to produce sufficient goods and services for
itself and a relatively larger retired population.
Cutting taxes to promote higher real saving and
investment would raise output per worker. The
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Surpluses are taxes in
excess of outlays.
Unnecessarily high taxes
reduce private disposable
income; people must cut
consumption or saving.
Which gets the ax?
Administration analysts assume that higher taxes
cause people to cut consumption, not saving. By
contrast, they assume that bondholders save every
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What really matters is what taxes do to
penny they get back when Treasury retires debt, and
incentives to save and invest. Business investment
spend nothing. Consequently, the analysts assume
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that federal budget surpluses
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credit markets, not to Treasury borrowing. Even if
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